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Abstract
We are reporting a case of morbid obesity with related complications. This unfortunate 32 years old poor gentleman has been suffering from morbid obesity since his early childhood and presented to us with palpitation, shortness of breath on exertion and chest pain, difficulty in micturition for the last 8 years.
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Introduction
"Overweight" technically refers to an excess of body weight, whereas "Obesity" refers to an excess of fat. The Body Mass Index (BMI) is the accepted standard measure of overweight and obesity. BMI provides a guideline for weight in relation to height and is equal to the body weight divided by the height in meter squared. Adults with a BMI between 25 and 30 are considered Overweight; those with a BMI of 30 are considered to be Obese. In adults, a BMI threshold of 40kg/m2, distinguishes individuals with severe obesity and the high risks for co-morbidities. This category is sometimes termed as "Class III Obesity" or "Super Obesity" or "Morbid Obesity".

Clinically the patient has been diagnosed as a case of Morbid Obesity with Left Ventricular Hypertrophy & Heart Failure, with Diabetes Mellitus, and Urethral Stricture. After meticulous search for all secondary causes of morbid obesity the reason for his obesity was considered as Genetic.

The term "Morbid Obesity" is sometimes used to identify individuals with obesity related co-morbidities. The likelihood of persistence of childhood obesity into adulthood is related to age, parental obesity, and severity of obesity. In longitudinal studies, approximately those 50 percent of obese 6-years old children, and 80 percent of obese 10 to 14 years old children, who had one obese parent. Girls are more prone than boys to develop persistent obesity during adolescence. This is related to changes in body composition that occur at puberty, when body fat decreases in boys and increases in girls.
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Case Report
A thirty two years old fourth class Government employee, visited us at BMCH. He was presented to us with hypertension, palpitation, shortness of breadth on exertion and chest pain, difficulty in micturation for the last 8 years, which was progressive in nature. Occasional vertigo feelings has also been associated.
In the early 2008 he experienced sudden stoppage of urine which was probably due to overgrowth of urethral tissue leading to Bladder Neck Obstruction. Local Doctor did urethral catheterization on several occasion. Thereafter he did self catheterization by using unsterile catheter and had bad type of urinary tract infection. Again he developed difficulty in passing urine and attended Urology Department of BMCH where he was admitted and surgically treated for Stricture Urethra.
This Gentleman has three obese brothers and two normal sisters. His parents are of normal size and shape. He has started gaining weight since his early childhood.
On General Examination This obese Gentleman looked anxious and obese. His weight was 129kg and height was 1 meter 53 centimeter. His Body Mass Index(BMI) was 54.5. His ideal body weight for height should be 57kg. To achieve target body weight he has to lose 72kg body weight. He was cooperative and his dicubitus was on choice. He was mildly anemic and jaundice, clubbing, koilonychias were absent.
His respiration rate was 16 beats per minute, temperature was normal and Blood Pressure, Systolic 155mmHg, Diastolic 100mmHg. His neck veins could not be seen as they were burried under the thick fat pad in the neck. Both thyroid gland and lymph nodes were not enlarged. Bilateral moderate paedal oedema and gynaemastia were present.
On precordial examination On inspection, Apex beat was seen in left 6th intercostal space 2.5cm lateral to the left mid clavicular line. No other visible pulsation could be seen. On palpation, No thrill or palpable heart sounds were felt. On auscultation, heart sounds were soft as if heard from distance. Bilateral basal creps were present. Except Liver, which was soft in consistency with sharp margin and enlarged 5cm from the costal margin in the mid clavicular line. Examination of other systems revealed no other abnormalities.
Electrocardiogram (ECG)

ECG shows Sinus rhythm with ventricular rate of 94 beats per minute. Broad P wave was noted in lead II & V1 indicating Left Atrial Hypertrophy. QRS axis shows Left Axis Deviation. T waves were flat in lead I, aVL indicated High Lateral Ischemia. Voltage criteria for LVH were met as evidenced by R wave in lead aVL > 11mm & R wave in lead I plus S wave in lead III > 35mm. (Note: Estes criteria for Left Ventricular Hypertrophy (LVH): 3 Points for Voltage, 3 Points for Repolarization changes, 3 Points for Left Atrial Hypertrophy, 2 Points for Left Axis Deviation, 1 Point for Widened QRS duration, 1 Point for Delayed Intrinsicoid. Deflection, 5 or more points are Diagnostic; 4 points are Probable of LVH.) Our patient earned 8 points of Estes criteria for the diagnosis of Left Ventricular Hypertrophy (LVH).

So ECG was consistent with Left Ventricular Hypertrophy with Left Atrial Hypertrophy with High Lateral Ischemia.

LVH defined by LVM/height was more sensitive than LVM/body surface area to identify obesity related LVH and was most consistently associated with cardiovascular events and all-cause death. Obese individuals (BMI > 30kg/m2) are significantly more likely to develop Atrial Fibrillation when compared to transient or intermittent Atrial Fibrillation.
Transthoracic Echocardiogram: Both Left Parasternal Long axis view and Apical view showed normal chamber dimension with good LV Systolic Function (EF% 69%). M-mode showed Concentric Left Ventricular Hypertrophy.

Routine Tests: CBC showed Hb% 11.10gm/dl, ESR 80mm in 1st hour. Urine RME showed plenty Pus cells with trace Albumin.

Special Tests: FBS 6.2 mmol/L, Total Cholesterol 280 mg/dl, HDL 36 mg/dl, LDL 180 mg/dl, TG360 mg/dl, UriccAcid 7.9 mg/dl. Thyroid Function Test showed normal study.

Treatment Plan: As initial management of this obese person we planned for life style intervention, a combination of diet, exercise, and behavioral modification. In addition antihypertensive, antilipid, weight reducing drugs are prescribed. As the patient was poor, so, the patient was managed by medical therapy and our plan for Bariatric surgery could not be implemented.

Discussion: Obesity is a curse for both the person individual as well for the society. Greater BMI is associated with increased rate of death from all causes and from cardiovascular disease. This is particularly true for those with severe obesity, although only being overweight also appears to be associated with decreased survival.7-19 The association between BMI and cause specific mortality was illustrated in the prospective studies collaboration analysis. The risk of premature death increased with higher BMIs at age 18 years; for a BMI at age 18 of 18.5 to 21.9, 22 to 24.9, 25 to 29.9, and =30kg/m², the hazard ratio for premature death was 0.98, 1.18, 1.66, and 2.79, respectively.20 Among 3457 subjects in the Framingham Study, those who were both obese and smoked lived 13 to 14 years less than normal-weight nonsmokers.21

A curvilinear relationship between BMI and the risk of type II Diabetes was found in women in the Nurses' Health Study.22-23 These may be increased further by a sedentary lifestyle or decreased by exercise.24 Upper body obesity leads to impaired glucose tolerance and hyperinsulinemia.

Hyperinsulinemia may then raise the blood pressure by increasing sympathetic activity, renal sodium reabsorption, or vascular tone. Weight loss in obese subjects is associated with a decline in blood pressure.25 For each 1kg of weight loss, the systolic and diastolic blood pressures fall by approximately 1mmHg.26 Obesity is associated with high serum cholesterol, Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, Very Low Density Lipoprotein (VLDL) cholesterol, and Triglycerides, and a reduction in serum High Density Lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol of about 5 percent.27-28 There is an important association between obesity and heart failure. In an analysis from the Framingham Heart Study in which almost 6000 individual s without a history of heart failure (mean age 55 years) were followed for a mean of 14 years.29 Heart failure developed in 496 (8.4 percent). The risk of heart failure increased 5 percent in men and 7 percent in women for each increment of 1kg/m² in BMI. In addition to the changes like diabetes and hyperlipidemia, several other endocrine changes are associated with obesity. Disorder of sexual arousal and orgasm may be more common in overweight and obese.30 Obesity is often considered to be Genetic in origin when no obvious secondary cause could be found. Genetic anomalies in the del 9q34 syndrome constitute a novel and recognizable phenotype. Obesity is frequent feature in several other chromosomal anomalies including fragile X, Trisomy 21, and Turner Syndrome.31

Conclusion: Obesity is associated with significant excess morbidity and mortality. Secondary causes should be searched for and management of the patient has to be done accordingly. Familial organetic causes could be ruled out during prenatal check up by PCR in highly sophisticated centres and termination of pregnancy should be planned thereby. Meticulous weight reduction plan by strictly following Life Style Modification Programme, lip id & weight reducing drugs should be the primary plan of treatment. Obesity related complications should have to be treated and Bariatric Surgery could be planned if necessary.
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